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Countries and plants

• Finland: Olkiluoto
• Germany: Grafenrheinfeld, Krümmel
• Spain: Almaraz, Cofrentes
• Sweden: Forsmark, Oskarshamn, Ringhals
• United Kingdom: Oldbury, Wylfa
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Data

• Views on “the perceived emerging challenges in the 
management of nuclear power plants in the context of safety”, 
collected by means of Metaplan sessions and interviews

• 18 Metaplan sessions with a number of senior and 
multifunctional mangers at 10 NPPs in 5 countries

• 1 Metaplan session at WANO PC
• Semi-structured interviews with 10 top utility managers 

representing 5 utilities in 5 countries
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Metaplan sessions

• An external moderator 
plus 6-10 participants per 
session per plant

• Each participant is given 
a drawing pen and 5 
sheets of paper

• The moderator puts a 
predefined question to the 
participants

• Each participant writes 
his/her answers to the 
sheets

• The sheets are collected 
and grouped into thematic 
clusters on the wall

The senior managers’ Metaplan session at Forsmark 
NPP, Sweden, on April 2, 2002.
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Method 1: Fuzzy sets and cluster analysis

Extraction of
statements

Definition of
a classification

model

Classification of
the statements

Cluster analyses1

Development of
coding instructions
(and a coding tool)

Cross-tabulation and
Chi-square tests2

Interpretation of
the results

Metaplan sessions,
group discussions,

and interviews

Data acquisition

1) For establishing a feasible structure for the underlying data
2) For studying whether the new clusters and selected background variables are related

Classification

Analysis
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Classification of statements

• A five-dimensional classification 
model that was assumed to cover 
the general characteristics of NPP 
managers’ job

• The dimensions of the model were 
interpreted as fuzzy sets

• Each statement was classified on 
the basis of its assessed degree of 
membership to each dimension 
using a scale of 0 to 100

• The classifications were conducted 
by 3 researchers representing 3 
diff. organisations in 3 countries

• Further analyses were based on 
the averages of assigned 
membership values

Workforce and
competence

Economic and
financial

Technology

Systems and
procedures

Environment

The manager’s
job is to maintain
a proper balance

Method 1
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Cluster analysis
The 9-cluster solution

• Economic pressures (10,3%)
• Human resource management (22,3%)
• Nuclear know-how (7,8%)
• Rules and regulation (6,1 %)
• Focus and priorities (9,6%)
• Ageing, modernisation and new technologies (8,8%)
• Public confidence and trust (12,8%)
• Climate and culture (17,4%)
• Miscellaneous (5,1%)

Method 1
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The largest clusters 1/2

• HR management (22,3%)
– maintaining competency
– age distribution of personnel
– early retirement
– recruiting

• Climate and culture (17,4%)
– motivation and attitudes
– safety culture
– fighting complacency
– mental and emotional strain

Method 1
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The largest clusters 2/2

• Public confidence and trust (12,8%)
– societal acceptability of nuclear power
– irrationality in anti-nuclear attitudes
– hostility in mass media
– distrust in local or regional authorities
– an accident anywhere is an accident here, etc.

Method 1
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Derived Stimulus Configuration

Euclidean distance model
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Method 1

Relations between the new clusters
Euclidean distance model

• Proximity on the plane 
suggests thematic 
similarity and vice versa

• Analysis conducted 
using SPSS (ALSCAL)

• Stress = 0.0567 (good) 
with 10 iterations
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Cross-tab of Cluster and Country
(% within Country)

• Cluster and Country are dependent (Chi-square = 127,38, df = 40, p < 0,001)
• This means that different challenges are emphasised in different countries
• However, there were also many similarities between the countries

NO. CHALLENGE CLUSTER FIN GER INT SP SWE UK Rf.
1 Economic pressures 0 15,8 18,8 11,2 12,2 3,6 10,3
2 HR management 21,4 18,4 8,3 18,7 28,9 26,2 22,3
3 Nuclear know-how 5,4 10,5 4,2 8 10,6 3,6 7,8
4 Rules and regulation 1,8 5,3 2,1 8 6,1 7,1 6,1
5 Focus and priorities 16,1 7,9 14,6 3,2 10,6 15,5 9,6
6 Ageing, modernisation and new 17,9 13,2 8,3 3,2 9,4 11,9 8,8
7 Public confidence and trust 10,7 5,3 18,8 20,9 10,6 1,2 12,8
8 Climate and culture 21,4 15,8 6,3 23,5 8,3 27,4 17,4
9 Misc. 5,4 7,9 18,8 3,2 3,3 3,6 5,1
Total 100,1 100,1 100,2 99,9 100 100,1 100,2

Method 1
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Method 2: Content analysis

• Content analysis enables researchers to generate frequencies 
from qualitative data, whilst maintaining its richness

• Conducted using computer assisted qualitative data analysis 
software (N-Vivo 2.0), supporting
– browsing and exploring the documents (primary data)
– identification and categorisation of statements
– retrieving the statements and reporting of the results

• References to the text (primary data) are stored within specific
nodes labelled to reflect their content
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Categorisation of statements

• The analyses suggested that the data can be categorised using 
the five dimensions of the classification model (method 1)
– Economic and financial (13,1%)
– Workforce and competence (33,6%)
– Technology (10,1%)
– Systems and procedures (13,2%)
– Environment (29,9%)

Method 2
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The largest categories 1/2

• Workforce and competence (33,6%)
– generation turnover and maintaining SQEP
– personnel management and policies
– attitudes and health
– recognition of the importance of HF

• Environment (29,9%)
– attractiveness of the industry
– regulator
– political climate
– public opinion

Method 2
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The largest categories 2/2

• Systems and procedures (13,2%)
– management priorities
– inefficiencies and difficulties
– excessive workload
– new requirements

Method 2
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Differences between countries and 
management levels

• British, Finnish, Spanish and Swedish NPP managers regarded 
issues related to HR management to be most challenging, while 
their German colleagues emphasised the operating environment

• Senior mangers believed workforce and competence issues to 
be the most challenging, while top utility managers identified 
challenges within the environment as being the most pressing

Method 2
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Results and overall conclusions 1/2

• The key NPP management challenges were:
– Maintaining competence
– Building motivation and assuring a good climate
– Maintaining public confidence
– Enhancing the attractiveness of the industry

• The following areas were not particularly emphasised:
– Economic pressures
– Technological challenges
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• The results reflect the practical effects of
– the ongoing generation turnover, and
– the current weak status of the industry in many countries

• It is concluded that the licensees should pay special attention
– to succession planning and recruitment, and to strengthening 

HR management policies and practices in general
– to assuring good safety performance under all circumstances

Results and overall conclusions 2/2


